Dingo Interaction Report Form Insert Code: E

Dingo ID: PuWW12m, RYY07m &

UT1_13mEur
Date (of Interaction): 9/1/14
Location (of Interaction): Eurong beachfront
Question 1: What were the actions of the dingo(s)
during the Interaction? (click on box(s) to
check/uncheck)

B) Habituated.

voluntarily, for no apparent reason
when yelled at
when chased away
when yelled at and chased away
when person stopped moving/making a noise
sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an indi
other (specify) 1. When
retreated
deeper into water.
3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
2. When sch4p3( returned
to Eurong resort via
gate.
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not wary of humans
moving through common areas to humans
curious
loitering at recognized visitor sites (no humans
present)

Time (of Interaction 24hrs): 05:20 to 05:35
Reporting Officer/s details: 7026466
Base: Fraser Island
Question 2: How/why did the dingo(s) leave?

C) Nuisance or problem.

Question 3: Dingo numbers and identification
a. How many dingoes present 3

loitering at recognized visitor sites (people
nearby)
stealing food or property (specify)

b. How many dingoes involved in the Interaction
(use table below)

soliciting food
being fed or encouraged
living under or in infrastructure
following closely (distance)
damaging property (specify)
tent ripping (vacant campsite or tent)
Entered dingo deterrent fence line

el

D) Aggressive.

Male

Adults
Sub adults
Juvenile
Unknown Age

R

nipping/biting
attacking
causing casualty
hunting tactics (intent to attack)
bailing up/ambushing (intent to attack)
lunging (attempting to nip or bite)
15-166
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c. Were the dingo(s) tagged Yes
Details: RYY07m and PuWW12m

growling/snarling
dominant/submissive testing
stalking
tent ripping (campers inside tent)
circling (distance)
dominant towards humans
incorporate humans into pack behaviour
humans regarded as competitors for resources
bailing up/ambushing (walking alone or
unsupervised)
hunting tactics (with intent to test a response)
lunging (not attempting to nip or bite)
E) Dangerous.

Female Sex Unknown

d. Which ears were tagged Left
Details:
e. Distinguishing features on dingo(s)
(e.g. white tail tip, socks, scars)
Details:Pictures available
Question 4: Details of person(s) involved in
dingo Interaction.
Name: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
Address: Japan
Phone #: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
Age: 25-30
Name:
Address:
Phone #:
Age:
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Questionnaire:

Specify visitor type tour participant

Did they receive an information pack with their permits No
Did they read the Dingo BrochureUnknown
Did the people follow ‘dingo safe’ messaging? (Ranger to assess) Yes
Comments Dingo safety messages were relayed to passengers during the tour the previous day.
Dingo brochures are not available to CTO passengers only the small flyer if it is handed out.
sch4p3( 3)
Prejudicecalm
the protection
of annot
individuals
right tothe
privacy
stayed
and did
run from
dingoes.

She let them move on before attempting to

return to the resort.
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Detailed report of events: Ranger 7026804 received a phone call at the Eurong office from the Eurong
resort manager at approx. 13:45 who stated that a client had been bitten by a dingo and he had
photographs of the injuries sustained.

3) Prejudice the protection of a
The message was forwarded to 7026466 who replied to the resort manager at 14:00. sch4p3( manager)
advised that an Asian tourist who is currently on one of their busses had an interaction with a dingo
earlier that morning and was scratched. He had no further information. The bus was to return to Eurong
at around 15:00 and was to leave again, with her aboard, at 16:00 to go to the mainland.

At 15:00 rangers 7026466 and 7026804 went to Eurong and interviewed

sch4p3( 3) Prejudice from
the protection
of an individuals rig
Japan.

sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy

stated she was taking photos of the sunrise at the waters edge on the eastern beach on her own.
She turned around to see three dingoes (2 large and 1 small) directly behind her. One of the big dingoes
3) Prejudice
the protection
of antrying
individuals
right to she
privacy
tried to bite her flapping skirt. Although sch4p3( though
it was
probably
to play,
felt intimidated
and attempted to shoo it off and was firmly saying "go away". The dingo tried to bite/nip at her skirt again
and grazed her thigh with its teeth. The other two dingoes were also in close proximity, starting to circle
her and prevented her from going anywhere but the water.

sch4p3( retreated
3) Prejudice the
protection
an individuals
right it
to was
privacywaist
calmly
intoofthe
water until

high. The two larger dingoes swam out to her. She
then retreated deeper and the dingoes lost interest and returned to the beach.
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3) Prejudice
the protection
of anon
individuals
right to privacy
When sch4p3( saw
the dingoes
move
she attempted
to come out of the water and return to the resort.
The dingoes saw her and returned, again attempting to nip at her skirt that was now wet, clinging to her
Prejudice
the protection
of an individuals
right (footwear)
to privacy
and not flapping. sch4p3( 3)tayed
calm
and carried
her thongs
to potentially use if attacked while
3) Prejudice
the protection of
returning to the Eurong Resort grid area. The dingoes followed in close proximity until sch4p3(entered
the
pedestrian gate. Once inside the gate, the dingoes left.

The animals were identified through a serious of photographs taken by the person involved in the
the protection
of an individuals
interaction sch4p3( 3) Prejudice
Photographs
shown
below. right to privacy
Additional comments and notes: The dingo responsible for causing the injury was not identified.
The Assistance manager initially dealt with the situation earlier and was not sure what to do so waited
Prejudice
protection
of an individuals
privacy
for sch4p3(to3)arrive
ontheisland
before
QPWS right
wastocalled.
sch4p3( 3)
Prejudice
the
protection
of
an
individuals
right
to
privacy
is larger than the average female Asian tourist and acted in a calm and mature manner. She
commented that she is from a province in Japan that required similar safety messages for bears - stay
calm and don't run so she applied these to her situation.
Dangerous dingo signage is already erected in this area for the previous interactions from PuWW12m.
Action taken: Incident reported immediately to AM, SR and SCO. Follow up report occurred via phone
messages. Extra patrols have been undertaken with particular focus on joggers and lone beach walkers.
Draft interaction report completed and sent for comment.
Proposed further action: Continue dingo education briefings in this area. A dingo education talk will be
conducted for Eurong resort staff. QPWS Management to assess risk situation.

Faxed/emailed date: 10 January 2014
15-166

Reporting Officers details: 7026466
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Photos
sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy

Photo 1. 9/1/14 16:09
Description: Injury sustained
on the upper left leg. Taken by
resort manager 14:09pm and sent
to QPWS.
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Photographs shows K9 and front
top teeth marks from interaction.

Photo 2. 9/1/14 05:27am
Description: PWW12m

the protect
dominance testing sch4p3( 3) Prejudice
on
eastern beach. UT1_13mEur
approaching in the background.
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Photograph: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an

Photo 3. 9/1/14 05:27am
Description: UT1_13mEur
passing.

Photograph: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an
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Photo 4. 9/1/14 05:27am
Description: RYY07m

Prejudice the protec
dominance testing sch4p3( 3) on
eastern beach. UT1_13mEur in
attendance.
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Photograph: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an

Photo 5. 9/1/14 05:28am
Description: PWW12m

dominance testing and
attempting to lunge at sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the pr
on eastern beach.
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Photograph:

sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an

R

Photo 6. 9/1/14 05:29am
Description: PWW12m and

the protectio
RYY07m pursuing sch4p3( 3) Prejudice
into
the water. UT1_13mEur in the
background. Eurong resort in the
background.

Photograph: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an
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Photo 7. 9/1/14 05:30am
Description: Same dingoes
retreated from the water and
moved away.

sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an
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Photograph:

Photo 8. 9/1/14 05:34am
Description: UT1_13mEur at

grid, PWW12m and YY07m at
bollards leaving after sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the prot
returned to the resort.

el

Photograph: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an

Photo 9, 10 and 11.

R

RYY07m has a distinctive ‘C’-shaped
scar over his right eye and healed
facial wounds.
This dingo has a small tail tip.
RYY07m RFF has a low sock that
extends above the dew claw in a
curved manner as pictured.
The LFF sock has low markings with
a curve towards the junction above
the outer two toes and the inner sock
edge rises above the outer edge.
The angle of this dingo’s ear seems
to be obscuring the tag. Tag shadow
can be seen in picture #8.
The angle of the ear may have also
reduced the flop he mysteriously
acquired 30/6/13. This dingo has
been tagged since 3/12/08.

Photograph RYY07m June 2013
Wongai CZ QPWS staff.

Please note winter coat to summer
coat differences.
Other photographs available if
sch4p3(
3)
Prejudice
the
protection
of an individuals right to privacy
RYY07m 9/1/14
requested.
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Dingo Interaction Report Form Insert Code: E
Date (of Interaction): 16/2/14
Location (of Interaction): Maheno camp zone
Question 1: What were the actions of the dingo(s)
during the Interaction? (click on box(s) to

Dingo ID: Unidentified

Time (of Interaction 24hrs): 04:00
Reporting Officer/s details: 7027326
Base: Fraser Island
Question 2: How/why did the dingo(s) leave?
voluntarily, for no apparent reason
when yelled at
when chased away
when yelled at and chased away
when person stopped moving/making a noise
other (specify) Pillow thrown towards it

check/uncheck)

B) Habituated.
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not wary of humans
moving through common areas to humans
curious
loitering at recognized visitor sites (no humans
present)
C) Nuisance or problem.

b. How many dingoes involved in the Interaction
(use table below)

loitering at recognized visitor sites (people
nearby)
stealing food or property (specify)

Male

el

R

2

c. Were the dingo(s) tagged Unknown
Details: Too dark to see
d. Which ears were tagged Unknown
Details: Too dark to see

growling/snarling
dominant/submissive testing
stalking
tent ripping (campers inside tent)
circling (distance)
dominant towards humans
incorporate humans into pack behaviour
humans regarded as competitors for resources
bailing up/ambushing (walking alone or
unsupervised)
hunting tactics (with intent to test a response)
lunging (not attempting to nip or bite)
E) Dangerous.

Female Sex Unknown

Adults
Sub adults
Juvenile
Unknown Age

soliciting food
being fed or encouraged
living under or in infrastructure
following closely (distance)
damaging property (specify)
tent ripping (vacant campsite or tent)
Entered dingo deterrent fence line
D) Aggressive.

Question 3: Dingo numbers and identification
a. How many dingoes present 2

e. Distinguishing features on dingo(s)
(e.g. white tail tip, socks, scars)
Details:One larger dingo (adult-sized) and a
smaller dingo.
Question 4: Details of person(s) involved in
dingo Interaction.
Name: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
Address: Brisbane
Phone #: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
Age:

Name:
Address:
Phone #:
Age:

nipping/biting
attacking
causing casualty
hunting tactics (intent to attack)
bailing up/ambushing (intent to attack)
lunging (attempting to nip or bite)
15-166
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Questionnaire:

Specify visitor type camper

Did they receive an information pack with their permits Unknown
Did they read the Dingo BrochureUnknown
Did the people follow ‘dingo safe’ messaging? (Ranger to assess) Yes
Comments All food and rubbish was locked in the caged area on the back of his ute

Detailed report of events: While sleeping in the open on a stretcher in a sleeping bag with his arms
3) Prejudice
the protection
of an individuals
right
privacy
above his head, an unidentified dingo grabbed (mouthed) sch4p3(on
his elbow,
at approximatly
4am
onto the
16/2/14.
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He swung his pillow at the dingo up to 6 times. The dingo was described as originally jumping back just
3) Prejudice
the protection
of an
individuals right
to privacy
out of the pillow's reach but staying around until sch4p3(started
yelling
at it and
eventually
causing
it to
move on.
sch4p3( 3)camping
Prejudice the
protection
individuals
privacy
mate
wasofinanthe
back right
of atocanopy

covered ute and advised
smaller dingo at the foot of his stretcher as this was going on.

sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals

there was a second

There was no injury to the camper

40 minutes later two dingoes came around the campsite where the campers were sitting. The larger
dingo approached the camp directly and was yelled at and chased off while the smaller dingo hung
back.

Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to
Additional comments and notes: Southern barge operator advised sch4p3(to3)inform
Rangers of the
3) Prejudice theranger
protection7027326
of an individuals
rightmainland
to privacy and reported the interaction. sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protectio
incident. sch4p3(approached
on the
has given phone number and will be more then happy to give any further information.

el

sch4p3(was
3) Prejudice
the protection
of an individuals
right to privacy
contacted
18 February
by Ranger
7026466

and provided further information for this

R

interaction.

Action taken: Details taken from
Fraser Island Duty officer.

sch4p3(Management
3) Prejudice the protection
an individuals
rightnorthern
to privacy
notifiedof and
informed

dingo ranger and

Proposed further action: Continue to patrol and breif visitors in this locality.

Faxed/emailed date: 17/2/14

15-166
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Dingo Interaction Report Form Insert Code: Code
Date (of Interaction): 26/4/14
Location (of Interaction): 1km south of Yidney
Rocks
Question 1: What were the actions of the dingo(s)
during the Interaction? (click on box(s) to
check/uncheck)

B) Habituated.

Time (of Interaction 24hrs): 1100
Reporting Officer/s details: 7026936
Base: Fraser Island
Question 2: How/why did the dingo(s) leave?
voluntarily, for no apparent reason
when yelled at
when chased away
when yelled at and chased away
when person stopped moving/making a noise
other (specify) When person left in their
vehicle

Question 3: Dingo numbers and identification
a. How many dingoes present click to select

C) Nuisance or problem.

loitering at recognized visitor sites (people
nearby)
stealing food or property (specify)

b. How many dingoes involved in the Interaction
(use table below)
Male

Adults
Sub adults
Juvenile
Unknown Age

soliciting food
being fed or encouraged
living under or in infrastructure
following closely (distance)
damaging property (specify)
tent ripping (vacant campsite or tent)
Entered dingo deterrent fence line
D) Aggressive.

Dingo ID: Green Green Pink 13 F
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not wary of humans
moving through common areas to humans
curious
loitering at recognized visitor sites (no humans
present)

E
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R
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c. Were the dingo(s) tagged Yes
Details:
d. Which ears were tagged Right
Details: Green Green Pink 13 F

growling/snarling
dominant/submissive testing
stalking
tent ripping (campers inside tent)
circling (distance)
dominant towards humans
incorporate humans into pack behaviour
humans regarded as competitors for resources
bailing up/ambushing (walking alone or
unsupervised)
hunting tactics (with intent to test a response)
lunging (not attempting to nip or bite)
E) Dangerous.

Female Sex Unknown

e. Distinguishing features on dingo(s)
(e.g. white tail tip, socks, scars)
Details:
Question 4: Details of person(s) involved in
dingo Interaction.
Name: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
Address:
Phone #: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
Age:
Name:
Address:
Phone #:
Age:

nipping/biting
attacking
causing casualty
hunting tactics (intent to attack)
bailing up/ambushing (intent to attack)
lunging (attempting to nip or bite)

15-166
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Questionnaire:

Specify visitor type Proffessional fisher/wormer

Did they receive an information pack with their permits Yes
Did they read the Dingo BrochureYes
Did the people follow ‘dingo safe’ messaging? (Ranger to assess) No
Prejudice the
protection
of an individuals
right
to privacy
Comments sch4p3( 3)should
have
defended
himself
with
an object, as suggested in QPWS Fraser
Prejudice
the protection
of anto
individuals
to privacyfrom the
Island visitor guide and dingo brochure. sch4p3( 3)felt
he was
not able
defendright
himself
dingo as a CTO bus was observing the interaction. He was concerned that he would "end up in
the paper" if someone photographed him striking the dingo.
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protection of an individuals rig
Detailed report of events: At 1100 on the 26/4/14 a professional wormer sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the was
working approximately 1km south of Yidney rocks. He was returning to his car at the water’s edge when
Prejudice
the protection
of an
to privacy
he was approached by a dingo. sch4p3( 3)put
his Burleigh
bag
in individuals
the tray right
of his
ute as he knew that it
attracts dingoes. As he was doing this he noticed that the dingo had "a mostly Green tag with Pink on it
and it was in the dingo’s right ear".

R
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Prejudice
the protection
individuals
right
to privacy
The dingo then started growling at sch4p3( 3)and
began
lunging ofatanhim.
Whilst
trying
not to be bitten by the
sch4p3(
3)
Prejudice
an individuals
dingo he noticed that a Kingfisher bay resort Bus was watching.
said that the
"heprotection
didn't of
want
to hit it right to privacy
Prejudice
the protection
an individuals
while the bus was there because he might end up in the paper". sch4p3( 3)kept
his back
to hisofute
as the right to privacy
dingo continued growling and lunging at him until he made it into the driver’s side door. He then drove
well away from the area to continue worming.

Additional comments and notes: Ranger 7026936 was observing two dingoes traverse south from
Yidney rocks at 1100 on the 27/4/14 (day after interaction described). The two dingoes approached
Prejudice worming
the protection
of anreturned
individuals to
right to privacy
sch4p3( 3)as
Prejudice
the worming
protection of the
an individuals
right toas
privacy
he was
same area
the day before. sch4p3( 3)stopped
and
his vehicle. He then drove over to the ranger's vehicle and gave ranger 7026936 a description of the
Prejudice
the protection
of an individuals
right
to privacytraversed past both cars
interaction on the 26/4/14. As sch4p3( 3)was
talking
to the ranger
the two
dingoes
sch4p3(
3)
Prejudice
the
protection
of
an
individuals
right
to
privacy
(within 2m).
identified one of the dingoes to the ranger, as the dingo involved in the previous
day’s interaction. This dingo was clearly identified by the ranger as Green Green Pink 13 F, a Juvenile of
the litter born near the Oaks (within 1km of interaction) in 2013.
GGPi13f has been involved in Three Threatening (Code D) interactions this month, April 2014.
sch4p3( 3)has
Prejudice
protection
of an
individuals right
to privacy on
had the
many
years’
experience
worming

Fraser Island and said this is the first time that he

has felt threatened by a dingo.

15-166
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Action taken: Notified through RIC & SR to RD. Notified Yidney rocks apartment managers. Interviewed
Prejudice the protection
of an individuals
right toinprivacy
dingo signs
have been
place around Yidney rocks, Happy Valley and
and briefed sch4p3( 3)Dangerous
Camp zone entrances between Poyungan and Yidney rocks. GGPi13F is known to traverse between
Poyungan rocks and Eli ck. All camp zones in this area (Poyungan rocks - Eli ck) are currently closed
and dangerous dingo signs in place due to presence of dingo displaying Threatening and High risk
behaviour, GBW11m (father to GGPi13f).

Proposed further action: Dangerous dingo signs will be installed at Eli ck and accommodation at the
Oaks as soon as possible as GGPi13F is known to traverse these areas. Continue early and late patrols
to the area, delivering dingo safety messages to families, fishermen and walkers. Continue close liaison
with Yidney rocks accommodation managers and guests of the Oaks accommodation to ensure
diligence with regard to dingo safety.

Reporting Officers details: 7026936

R
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Faxed/emailed date: 27/04/14
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Photos

To add pictures, you will need to firstly unlock this form. Select the ‘Review Tab’, select ‘Restrict Editing’, then ‘stop
protection’. You can now insert a picture using the Insert tab. To re-lock the form check the box under step 2,
choose ‘filling in forms’ from the drop down box, select ‘Yes, Start Enforcing Protection’, click ‘OK’.

Photo 1.
Description (who took
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photo/when):

Photo 2.
Description (who took

R
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photo/when):

Photo 3.
Description (who took
photo/when):

15-166
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Dingo Interaction Report Form Insert Code: Code
Date (of Interaction): 27/4/14
Location (of Interaction): 500m south of the Oaks
Question 1: What were the actions of the dingo(s)
during the Interaction? (click on box(s) to
check/uncheck)

B) Habituated.

Time (of Interaction 24hrs): 1330
Reporting Officer/s details: 7026936
Base: Fraser Island
Question 2: How/why did the dingo(s) leave?
voluntarily, for no apparent reason
when yelled at
when chased away
when yelled at and chased away
when person stopped moving/making a noise
Other (specify) dingo continued to loiter at a
distance greater than 5m after interaction.

Question 3: Dingo numbers and identification
a. How many dingoes present 1

C) Nuisance or problem.

loitering at recognized visitor sites (people
nearby)
stealing food or property (specify)

b. How many dingoes involved in the Interaction
(use table below)
Male

Adults
Sub adults
Juvenile
Unknown Age

soliciting food
being fed or encouraged
living under or in infrastructure
following closely (distance)
damaging property (specify)
tent ripping (vacant campsite or tent)
Entered dingo deterrent fence line
D) Aggressive.

Dingo ID: Green Green Pink 13 F
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not wary of humans
moving through common areas to humans
curious
loitering at recognized visitor sites (no humans
present)

E
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c. Were the dingo(s) tagged Yes
Details:
d. Which ears were tagged Right
Details: Green Green Pink 13 F

growling/snarling
dominant/submissive testing
stalking
tent ripping (campers inside tent)
circling (distance)
dominant towards humans
incorporate humans into pack behaviour
humans regarded as competitors for resources
bailing up/ambushing (walking alone or
unsupervised)
hunting tactics (with intent to test a response)
lunging (not attempting to nip or bite)
E) Dangerous.

Female Sex Unknown

e. Distinguishing features on dingo(s)
(e.g. white tail tip, socks, scars)
Details:
Question 4: Details of person(s) involved in
dingo Interaction.
Name: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
Address:
Phone #: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
Age:
Name:
Address:
Phone #:
Age:

nipping/biting
attacking
causing casualty
hunting tactics (intent to attack)
bailing up/ambushing (intent to attack)
lunging (attempting to nip or bite)
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Questionnaire:

Specify visitor type accommodation guest

Did they receive an information pack with their permits Yes
Did they read the Dingo BrochureYes
Did the people follow ‘dingo safe’ messaging? (Ranger to assess) Yes
3) a
Prejudice
an individuals
right to privacyQPWS liaise regularly with the
Comments sch4p3(is
guesttheatprotection
Yidneyofrocks
appartments.
managers of these appartments, who are dilligent in providing there guests with dingo safety
messages.
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3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
Detailed report of events: sch4p3(was
fishing 500m south of the Oaks at 1330 on the 27/4/14. He
observed a dingo approach him within 5m. The dingo lay on the sand behind him after sniffing around
for "a couple of minutes" and kept at a distance of 3m. He continued fishing, as he felt the dingo posed
3) Prejudice
the protection
of an individuals
right to privacy
no threat. Shortly after taking his focus off the dingo, sch4p3(was
startled
by something
that touched
the
back of his thigh and saw the dingo biting his shorts. He quickly deterred the dingo and noticed that it
had a "Green tag with a bit of Pink in the corner and it was in its right ear".
sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy

R
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The dingo backed away after being deterred by
, however continued to loiter roughly 5m from him
for "a couple of minutes" until he left to return to his accomodation.

3) Prejudice
the protection
of an
individuals
privacyto have
Additional comments and notes: The shorts sch4p3(was
wearing
were not
loose.
For right
the todingo
3) Prejudice
the protection
of an individuals
3) Prejudice
the protection
of an individuals
right to
bitten the shorts sch4p3(was
wearing
it has attempted
to Nip
orprivacy
bite sch4p3(whilst
he was
not watching.
This right to privac
is justification for checking the 'Lunging' (Attempting to nip or bite) box, making this a Code E interaction.
3) Prejudice
thethe
protection
an individuals
rightittohas
privacy
Although sch4p3(did
not see
dingooflunge
at him,
attempted to nip or bite him.
3) Prejudice
the protection
an individuals
rightPink
to privacy
The eartag of the dingo identified by sch4p3(fits
the description
ofofGreen
Green
13 F, a Juvenile of
the litter born near the Oaks (500m south of interaction) in 2013.

GGPi13f has been involved in Three Threatening (Code D) and One High risk (Code E) interactions this
month, April 2014. The High risk interaction involving GGPi13f and a professional wormer on the 26/4
occurred within 200m of the above described interaction.

Action taken: Notified through RIC & SR to RD. Notified Yidney rocks apartment managers. Interviewed
3) Prejudice thedingo
protection
of an have
individuals
rightin
to place
privacy around Yidney rocks, Happy Valley and
and briefed sch4p3( Dangerous
signs
been
15-166
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Camp zone entrances between Poyungan and Yidney rocks. GGPi13F is known to traverse between
Poyungan rocks and Eli ck. All camp zones in this area (Poyungan rocks - Eli ck) are currently closed
and dangerous dingo signs in place due to presence of dingo displaying Threatening and High risk
behaviour, GBW11m (father to GGPi13f).
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Proposed further action: Dangerous dingo signs will be installed at Eli ck and accommodation at the
Oaks as soon as possible as GGPi13F is known to traverse these areas. Continue early and late patrols
to the area, delivering dingo safety messages to families, fishermen and walkers. Continue close liaison
with Yidney rocks accommodation managers and guests of the Oaks accommodation to ensure
diligence with regard to dingo safety.

Reporting Officers details: 7026936

R
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Faxed/emailed date: 28/04/14
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Photos

To add pictures, you will need to firstly unlock this form. Select the ‘Review Tab’, select ‘Restrict Editing’, then ‘stop
protection’. You can now insert a picture using the Insert tab. To re-lock the form check the box under step 2,
choose ‘filling in forms’ from the drop down box, select ‘Yes, Start Enforcing Protection’, click ‘OK’.

Photo 1.
Description (who took
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photo/when):

Photo 2.
Description (who took

R
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photo/when):

Photo 3.
Description (who took
photo/when):
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Dingo Interaction Report Form Insert Code: E
Date (of Interaction): 25/05/2014
Location (of Interaction): Wongai CZ BF
Question 1: What were the actions of the dingo(s)
during the Interaction? (click on box(s) to

Dingo ID: BWR13m

Time (of Interaction 24hrs): Approx 16:30
Reporting Officer/s details: 7028020
Base: Fraser Island
Question 2: How/why did the dingo(s) leave?
voluntarily, for no apparent reason
when yelled at
when chased away
when yelled at and chased away
when person stopped moving/making a noise
other (specify)

check/uncheck)

B) Habituated.
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not wary of humans
moving through common areas to humans
curious
loitering at recognized visitor sites (no humans
present)
C) Nuisance or problem.

b. How many dingoes involved in the Interaction
(use table below)

loitering at recognized visitor sites (people
nearby)
stealing food or property (specify)

Male

Adults
Sub adults
Juvenile
Unknown Age

soliciting food
being fed or encouraged
living under or in infrastructure
following closely (distance) within 1m
damaging property (specify)
tent ripping (vacant campsite or tent)
Entered dingo deterrent fence line
D) Aggressive.

el

R

Female Sex Unknown

1

c. Were the dingo(s) tagged Yes
Details: BWR13m
d. Which ears were tagged Left
Details:

growling/snarling
dominant/submissive testing
stalking
tent ripping (campers inside tent)
circling (distance)
dominant towards humans
incorporate humans into pack behaviour
humans regarded as competitors for resources
bailing up/ambushing (walking alone or
unsupervised)
hunting tactics (with intent to test a response)
lunging (not attempting to nip or bite)
E) Dangerous.

Question 3: Dingo numbers and identification
a. How many dingoes present 2

e. Distinguishing features on dingo(s)
(e.g. white tail tip, socks, scars)
Details:
Question 4: Details of person(s) involved in
dingo Interaction.
Name: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
Address:
Phone #: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
Age:
Name: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
Address:
Phone #: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
Age:

nipping/biting
attacking
causing casualty
hunting tactics (intent to attack)
bailing up/ambushing (intent to attack)
lunging (attempting to nip or bite)
15-166
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Questionnaire:

Specify visitor type Independant

Did they receive an information pack with their permits Yes
Did they read the Dingo BrochureYes
Did the people follow ‘dingo safe’ messaging? (Ranger to assess) Yes
protection undertaking
of an individuals right
to privacy
Comments sch4p3( 3)isPrejudice
a PhDthestudent
field
work in relation to Fraser Island dingo
behaviour
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Detailed report of events: Ranger 7028020 received a phone call from RIC NRM with a report of a
Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
possible Code E interaction reported by sch4p3( 3)(PhD
student) south of Eurong. Basic information
sch4p3(
3)
Prejudice
the
protection
of
an
individuals
privacynot deterring 2 dingoes and taking
reported was:
had stopped to talk to 2 visitors right
whotowere
Prejudice
the protection
of an
individuals
to privacy
photos, and when sch4p3( 3)asked
them
to move
on/get
intoright
their
car was told they didn’t have one. sch4p3( 3) Prejudice th
explained that the behaviour of the dingoes was not good and that the visitors should move on. During
Prejudice
the protection
the conversation BWR13m came up behind sch4p3( 3)and
nipped
at her. of an individuals right to privacy
sch4p3(
3)
Prejudice
the
protection of an individuals right to privacy
7028020 attended the scene and interviewed
sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
At approximately 16:30
was driving south along the beach around Wongai CZ when she noticed
two people on the beach with two dingoes very close to them. She stopped to talk to the visitors as they
were not deterring the dingoes and allowing them to get very close (crouching down) to take photos of
Prejudice
the protection
an individuals
rightwere
to privacy
them ( sch4p3( 3)
has
footage
of this).of The
dingoes
sniffing at the clothes of the couple and were well
within 1m of both visitors.
sch4p3( 3)got
Prejudice
theher
protection
of anapproached
individuals right to
privacy
out of
car and
the
couple and explained that she is a PhD student studying
the dingoes and she recommended that they get into their car as the behaviour of the people and the
dingoes was not appropriate. She was told that they had no car as they were dropped off by friends who
went fishing.
Prejudice
the the
protection
of anBWR13m
individuals right
to privacy
As sch4p3( 3)spoke
with
couple
came
around behind her and mouthed the back of her leg
(top of her calf/back of her knee). The dingo did not break the skin or leave a mark but sch4p3( 3)
feltPrejudice
teeth the protection
on her leg.
Prejudicewalking
the protection
of an individuals
privacy pace, asking the couple to follow her.
At this point sch4p3( 3)started
towards
her car right
at atonormal
BWR13m mouthed the back of her leg 2 or 3 times more before she got into her car. As she was getting
into her the couple came around the vehicle and continued to talk to her through the passenger window.
sch4p3( 3)
PrejudiceRIC
the protection
of an
individuals
right to privacy and seek advice. As she was on the phone she
phoned
NRM to
report
the interaction
noticed the couple walk back towards the water and talk to another 4WD that stopped. They then
headed into Wongai CZ and she lost sight of them behind the dunes.
Prejudice the
the protection
an individuals
to privacy
As sch4p3( 3)finished
call sheofnoticed
thatright
GY13m
had approached a tent on the dunes and was sniffing
around it, so she filmed the dingoes behaviour and saw the dingo rip into the tent (see separate Code C
the protection
of ancampsite,
individuals right to privacy
report). Just after the dingo had left the area the two visitors sch4p3( 3) Prejudice
appeared
at the
went into the tent and gathered some belongings before starting to pack up their campsite.
sch4p3( 3)approached
Prejudice the protection
of an
right tothat
privacy
them to
letindividuals
them know
a ranger was coming down to talk to them about the
dingoes and the dingo ripping into their tent. She then noticed that there was a 4WD at their campsite.

Additional comments and notes: 7028020 spoke with the visitors and was told they had had no
problems with the dingoes - follow up phone call will be conducted and separate Code C reports written
up from follow up interview and footage obtained from sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy

Action taken: RIC NRM informed. Notified SR MUST, SR Fraser Island & Area Manager. Interviews
conducted. Preliminary report generated and circulated.
7028020 spoke to a group of fishermen nearby where one of the dingoes (no ID obtained) was loitering
and gave them a dingo safe briefing.

Proposed further action: Follow up interviews condcuted and report finalised. Continue monitoring
behaviour of habituated animals in this area. Continue patrols around the area.

Faxed/emailed date: 26/05/2014
15-166
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Dingo Interaction Report Form Insert Code: E
Date (of Interaction): 15/6/2014
Location (of Interaction): Between Maheno and
Cathedral Beach beachfront
Question 1: What were the actions of the dingo(s)
during the Interaction? (click on box(s) to

Dingo ID: 2 unidentified males

Time (of Interaction 24hrs): 15:00
Reporting Officer/s details: 7026466
Base: Fraser Island
Question 2: How/why did the dingo(s) leave?
voluntarily, for no apparent reason
when yelled at
when chased away
when yelled at and chased away
when person stopped moving/making a noise
other (specify) Moved on with vehicle.

check/uncheck)
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B) Habituated.
not wary of humans
moving through common areas to humans
curious
loitering at recognized visitor sites (no humans
present)
C) Nuisance or problem.
loitering at recognized visitor sites (people
nearby)
stealing food or property (specify)
soliciting food
being fed or encouraged
living under or in infrastructure
following closely (distance)
damaging property (specify)
tent ripping (vacant campsite or tent)
entered dingo deterrent fence line
interference with dingoes

b. How many dingoes involved in the Interaction
(use table below)
Male

Adults
Sub adults
Juvenile
Unknown Age

el
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Female Sex Unknown

1
1

c. Were the dingo(s) tagged Unknown
Prejudice
Details: sch4p3(
did3)not
look the
forprotection
tags of an individuals right to privacy

D) Aggressive.
growling/snarling
dominant/submissive testing
stalking
tent ripping (campers inside tent)
circling (distance)
dominant towards humans
incorporate humans into pack behaviour
humans regarded as competitors for resources
bailing up/ambushing (walking alone or
unsupervised)
hunting tactics (with intent to test a response)
lunging (not attempting to nip or bite)
E) Dangerous.
nipping/mouthing
biting
attacking
causing casualty
hunting tactics (intent to attack)
bailing up/ambushing (intent to attack)
lunging (attempting to nip or bite)

Question 3: Dingo numbers and identification
a. How many dingoes present 2

d. Which ears were tagged Unknown
Details:
e. Distinguishing features on dingo(s)
(e.g. white tail tip, socks, scars)
Details:1 larger male, 1 smaller darker male.
Question 4: Details of person(s) involved in
dingo Interaction.
Name: Not interviewed
Address:
Phone #:
Age:

Reported by:
Name: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
an individuals right to privacy
Address: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection
OrchidofBeach
Phone # sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
Age:
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Questionnaire:

Specify visitor type camper

Did they receive an information pack with their permits Unknown
Did they read the Dingo BrochureUnknown
Did the people follow ‘dingo safe’ messaging? (Ranger to assess) click to select
Comments Ranger not able to interview.

Detailed report of events:
sch4p3(
3) Prejudice
thenorth
protection
of an the
individuals
right beach
to privacyat
was
traveling
along
eastern

low tide approximately 3-4 kms north of the Maheno
when he observed a tall (over 6 foot) male adult at the waters edge with a bait bucket and a fishing rod
pointed towards 2 dingoes within 4 metres of him (at the end of the rod).

3) Prejudice the protection o
observation of the behaviour of the dingoes towards the man was enough to cause sch4p3(
to stop
and
return to assist him.
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sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy

The larger male dingo was described as more aggressive towards the man than the second smaller
dingo that would join in for a period then stand back and watch the larger dingo before periodically
joining in again.
Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
The behaviour of the large male dingo was described by sch4p3(
as 3)
very
dominant towards the man, it's
head down facing the man, teeth bared and hackles raised. It made attempts to lunge towards the man
trying to get past the fishing rod. When asked if the dingo was dancing around he stated that it looked
more serious than that.
sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy

intervened by putting his vehicle between the dingoes and the fisherman, he yelled at the dingoes
and attempted to herd them north away from the man. The dingoes were persistent in trying to return to
the fisherman. The dingoes were intercepted approximately 4 times for approximately 20-30 metres
before they retreated to the dunes.

sch4p3(
3) Prejudice
the vehicles
protection offurther
an individuals
rightbeach
to privacy
observed
two
up the
with

a male, two women and children (approximately
60m). The man approached
dingoes
looked like they meant business. A woman who was with the group advised the fisherman was with
Prejudice
the protection of an individuals right to privacy
them and thanked sch4p3(
for 3)his
assistance.
3) Prejudice
thesituation
protection
ofwarning
anprivacy
individuals
to privacy
sch4p3(
3) Prejudice
the explained
protection
of an
individuals
right
to
door
and sch4p3(
the
himright
that
these
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sch4p3(
Prejudice
theand
protection
of anknow
individuals
rightdingoes
to privacy returned.
left3)the
scene
did not
if the

Prejudice
theresident
protection of
individuals
right toOrchid
privacy Beach area who
Additional comments and notes: sch4p3(
is a3)long
term
ofanFraser
Island
has experience with Fraser Island dingoes and associated behaviours.
sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy

reported this interaction to off duty ranger 7027518 who forwarded the information to 7026466 who
3) Prejudice
the protection of an individuals right to privacy
then interviewed sch4p3(
over
the phone.
Actions and interaction site are consistent with a known family pack in this area
Action taken: Interaction reported. 2IC Dundubara contacted and advised of situation and requested to
patrol area between 15:00 and 16:00 from today and report any further activity in the area along with
stepped up briefings.
Proposed further action: Continue patrols in this area and monitor behaviour. Briefing of all family
groups in this area. Advise Cathedral Beach Resort of increased activity in their area and to advise their
guests accordingly.

Faxed/emailed date: 16 June 2014

15-166
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Dingo Interaction Report Form Insert Code: E

Dingo ID: GGPi13F & Unidentified

Adult Male
Date (of Interaction): 2 Jul 14
Location (of Interaction): The Oaks Beachfront
Question 1: What were the actions of the dingo(s)
during the Interaction? (click on box(s) to
check/uncheck)

B) Habituated.

b. How many dingoes involved in the Interaction
(use table below)

C) Nuisance or problem.

loitering at recognized visitor sites (people
nearby)
stealing food or property (specify)

Male

Adults
Sub adults
Juvenile
Unknown Age

soliciting food
being fed or encouraged
living under or in infrastructure
following closely (distance)
damaging property (specify)
tent ripping (vacant campsite or tent)
Entered dingo deterrent fence line
D) Aggressive.

voluntarily, for no apparent reason
when yelled at
when chased away
when yelled at and chased away
when person stopped moving/making a noise
other (specify) When chased away by two
men
Question 3: Dingo numbers and identification
a. How many dingoes present 2
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not wary of humans
moving through common areas to humans
curious
loitering at recognized visitor sites (no humans
present)

Time (of Interaction 24hrs): 1200
Reporting Officer/s details: 7027330
Base: Fraser Island
Question 2: How/why did the dingo(s) leave?

el

1

1

c. Were the dingo(s) tagged Unknown
Details: GGPi13F unsure if adult male was
tagged
d. Which ears were tagged Unknown
Details:

growling/snarling
dominant/submissive testing
stalking
tent ripping (campers inside tent)
circling (distance)
dominant towards humans
incorporate humans into pack behaviour
humans regarded as competitors for resources
bailing up/ambushing (walking alone or
unsupervised)
hunting tactics (with intent to test a response)
lunging (not attempting to nip or bite)

R

Female Sex Unknown

e. Distinguishing features on dingo(s)
(e.g. white tail tip, socks, scars)
Details:
Question 4: Details of person(s) involved in
dingo Interaction.
Name: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
Address:
Phone #: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
Age:
Name:
Address:
Phone #:
Age:

E) Dangerous.
nipping/biting
attacking
causing casualty
hunting tactics (intent to attack)
bailing up/ambushing (intent to attack)
lunging (attempting to nip or bite)
15-166
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Questionnaire:

Specify visitor type resident

Did they receive an information pack with their permits Yes
Did they read the Dingo BrochureYes
Did the people follow ‘dingo safe’ messaging? (Ranger to assess) Yes
3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
Comments sch4p3(was
carrying a stick and was watching her children closely
sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
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Detailed report of events:
was standing at the water’s edge watching her two daughters
3) Prejudice
protection
an individuals
right children
to privacy backed
yrs) swimming . Two dingoes ran past sch4p3(
toward
the the
children
inofthe
water. The
3) Prejudice
protection
individuals
rightand
to privacy
into the water and sch4p3(
ran
toward the
them
with of
a an
piece
of pvc
attempted to chase the dingoes away.
3) Prejudice to
the chase
protectionthe
of an
individualsaway
right tothe
privacy
As sch4p3(attempted
dingoes
adult male beared his teeth and snarled at her. sch4p3( 3) Prejudice
managed to get to her youngest daughter but was unable to get to her other daughter while watching
Prejudice the
protection
of an individuals
privacy
both dingoes. sch4p3( 3)attention
was
split between
theright
twotodingoes
each time she concentrated one dingo
the other dingo would approach closer. GGPi13F got to within 1m of her oldest daughter who was thigh
deep in the water.
At this point two men from the houses who had been alerted by the screams arrived and chased off the
3) Prejudice
the protection
individuals
right to privacy
dingoes. The men then walked sch4p3(
and
the children
backoftoantheir
house.

sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an

All people involved were quite shaken by the incident. Ranger 7027518 interviewed
sch4p3( 3) Prejudiceand
the protection
of Prejudice
an individuals
right to privacy
sch4p3( 3)
the protection
of an at
individuals
right
to privacyStation approx 2.00pm 2/7/14.
Eurong
Ranger
These were the two men who intervened.
sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy

sch4p3( 3) Prejudice
the protection
of anwas
individuals
said that
a woman
downright to privacy

on the beach with her two teanage daughters. One dingo ran at the group and the other went around the
group and charged at full speed at one of the daughters who was in the water. This dingo was lunging at
the girl and almost managed to grab her. Both girls were screaming and the mother had a stick trying to
deter the dingoes but with no result. The two men ran down the beach and chased off the dingoes but
they did not go very far. sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
children were playing
with a ball on the lawn and when one kicked the ball onto the long grass a dingo that was hidden in the
grass stood up and grabbed the ball and ran off. He said it is very difficult to keep so many children
within arms reach.
sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy

R
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protection
of an
Additional comments and notes: GGPi13F was positively identified by sch4p3(as3)aPrejudice
femalethedingo
with
a individuals righ
green tag with a strip of pink in the right ear, as she was being interviewed by 7027330 GGPi13F walked
3) Prejudiceitthe
an dingoes
individuals right
to privacy
into the yard and sch4p3(identified
asprotection
one of ofthe
involved.

The dingo was positively identified as GGPi13F by 7027330.

3) Prejudice
the protection
of an individuals
to privacy of dingoes in
The owners of the residence were with sch4p3(
and
were quite
concerned
with theright
behaviour
the area and as they are fully booked till November they intend warning tenants about the dingoes. The
3) Prejudice
the protection
of an individuals
right
to privacy
owners have been coming to the island for sch4p3(
years
and have
had spikes
in activity
over
that time but
believe this is the worst behaviour they have witnessed and believe it is because the dingoes are being
fed.

GGPi13F had been seen sleeping under the southern residence and walking up the stairs onto the
verandah. The unidentified adult male may have been GBW11M the Alpha male of the Oaks pack who
has a history of similar behaviour and is regularly seen in the area with the juveniles (now sub adults). At
approx 3.00pm 2/7/14 at the direction of the RIC NRM, Ranger 7027518 travelled to the Oaks to
interview the woman who had been involved in the incident.
On arrival GGPi13F was sitting on the front lawn as I approached it was clear she was not going to
move from my path and I walked around her. She got up and started to walk behind me. I yelled at her
and jumped forward at her. she retreated and sat down about 10 metres away. The woman and her
daughters were not at the house. The next door neighbours said they had left a little while ago.
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Action taken: Interview conducted, occupants of the residences briefed, patrolled area, report
generated.

Proposed further action: Continue patrolling regime, monitoring of dingoes in the are.

Reporting Officers details: 7027330
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Faxed/emailed date: 4/7/14
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Dingo Interaction Report Form Insert Code: E
Date (of Interaction): 30/7/14
Location (of Interaction): Eli Creek
Question 1: What were the actions of the dingo(s)
during the Interaction? (click on box(s) to

Dingo ID: BRG 13M

Time (of Interaction 24hrs): 1500
Reporting Officer/s details: 7027130 / 7027816
Base: Fraser Island
Question 2: How/why did the dingo(s) leave?
voluntarily, for no apparent reason
when yelled at
when chased away
when yelled at and chased away
when person stopped moving/making a noise
other (specify)

check/uncheck)
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B) Habituated.
not wary of humans
moving through common areas to humans
curious
loitering at recognized visitor sites (no humans
present)
C) Nuisance or problem.
loitering at recognized visitor sites (people
nearby)
stealing food or property (specify) Rubbish +
towel
soliciting food
being fed or encouraged
living under or in infrastructure
following closely (distance)
damaging property (specify)
tent ripping (vacant campsite or tent)
entered dingo deterrent fence line
interference with dingoes

b. How many dingoes involved in the Interaction
(use table below)
Male

Adults
Sub adults
Juvenile
Unknown Age
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Female Sex Unknown

1

c. Were the dingo(s) tagged Yes
Details:
d. Which ears were tagged Left
Details: See photograph

D) Aggressive.
growling/snarling
dominant/submissive testing
stalking
tent ripping (campers inside tent)
circling (distance)
dominant towards humans
incorporate humans into pack behaviour
humans regarded as competitors for resources
bailing up/ambushing (walking alone or
unsupervised)
hunting tactics (with intent to test a response)
lunging (not attempting to nip or bite)
E) Dangerous.
nipping/mouthing
biting
attacking
causing casualty
hunting tactics (intent to attack)
bailing up/ambushing (intent to attack)

Question 3: Dingo numbers and identification
a. How many dingoes present 1

e. Distinguishing features on dingo(s)
(e.g. white tail tip, socks, scars)
Details:White Tail Tip, socks and pads on
photograph
Question 4: Details of person(s) involved in
dingo Interaction.
Name: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
protection of an individuals right to privacy
Address: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the
Singleton
sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
Phone #
Age: 23
Name:
Address:
Phone #:
Age:
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lunging (attempting to nip or bite)
Questionnaire:
Specify visitor type camper
Did they receive an information pack with their permits click to select
Did they read the Dingo Brochureclick to select
Did the people follow ‘dingo safe’ messaging? (Ranger to assess) click to select
Comments Viewed interaction
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protection
of an
individuals
to privacy
Detailed report of events: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the
and
friends
were
at Eliright
Creek,
they observed a single dingo
protection of an in
running around and this dingo jumped into the back of a vehicle and stole a towel. sch4p3( 3) Prejudice
took a the
photo
thefemale
protectionAsian
of an individuals
to privacy
of the dingo resting on the beach (photo attached) sch4p3( 3) Prejudice
saw two
touristsright
sitting
on the
beach, near the water with their backs to the dingo. From about 40 meters away this dingo ran towards
them and stopped about a meter away. One of the ladies turned to face the dingo and the dingo lunged
toward the second person and nipped her on the lower part of her back (possibly did not get body
contact, probably clothing only). A vehicle approached, two people alighted from the vehicle and chased
the protection
of an individuals
right7027130
to privacy and 7027816 very late 31/7/14.
the dingo away. sch4p3( 3) Prejudice
reported
the incident
to rangers
Ranger 7027816 was able to download the photograph of the dingo involved and report was generated.

Additional comments and notes: This dingo was loitering around buses, tour groups and visitors for
some time before this incident at Eli Creek.
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The interaction reported by the tour bus thru Corro QPWS East SFC on the 30/7 was also witnessed
sometime prior to this interaction.
Interaction reported to rangers at 1600 on 31/7/14.
Ranger 7027518 received the report and High Resolution photograph 1/8/14. In consultation with Ranger
7026936 The high resolution photograph (attached) was compared with dingo profiles and it was
determined that the dingo in the photograph is BRG 13M. Profile for BRG 13M attached.
Note White tail tip. Low socks, angled right sock, left sock has tan blotch between toes (very distinctive).
Rear left pads have no black pigmentation are all pink. Tag is Southern Style (button in inner ear) Stud
and button base colours are both pink.
BRG13M is frequently sighted at Eli Creek and has numerous interaction reports. Attached is a recent
Code E from 28/6/14 at Eli Creek involving mouthing.

Action taken: Notified SR, Dingo Ranger Northern. Ranger 7027518 confirmed identification completed
report and emailed.

Proposed further action: Increase patrolling Happy Valley to Maheno.

Faxed/emailed date: 1/8/14
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Photos

To add pictures, you will need to firstly unlock this form. Select the ‘Review Tab’, select ‘Restrict Editing’, then ‘stop
protection’. You can now insert a picture using the Insert tab. To re-lock the form check the box under step 2,
choose ‘filling in forms’ from the drop down box, select ‘Yes, Start Enforcing Protection’, click ‘OK’.

Photo 1.
Descripti
on (who

Photo 2.
Descripti
on (who
took
photo/when
): as above
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took
photo/when
): sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the
sch4p3( 3)
Prejudice the pro
prior
to
interaction
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Dingo Interaction Report Form Insert Code: E
Date (of Interaction): 08/08/2014
Location (of Interaction): Happy Valley Beach
front
Question 1: What were the actions of the dingo(s)
during the Interaction? (click on box(s) to

Dingo ID: BRG13m

Time (of Interaction 24hrs): 13:10
Reporting Officer/s details: 7028018 & 7028020
Base: Fraser Island
Question 2: How/why did the dingo(s) leave?
voluntarily, for no apparent reason
when yelled at
when chased away
when yelled at and chased away
when person stopped moving/making a noise
other (specify)

check/uncheck)
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B) Habituated.
not wary of humans
moving through common areas to humans
curious
loitering at recognized visitor sites (no humans
present)
C) Nuisance or problem.
loitering at recognized visitor sites (people
nearby)
stealing food or property (specify)
soliciting food
being fed or encouraged
living under or in infrastructure
following closely (distance)
damaging property (specify)
tent ripping (vacant campsite or tent)
entered dingo deterrent fence line
interference with dingoes

b. How many dingoes involved in the Interaction
(use table below)
Male

Adults
Sub adults
Juvenile
Unknown Age

el

R
15-166

Female Sex Unknown

1

c. Were the dingo(s) tagged Yes
Details: BRG13m & GGPi13f

D) Aggressive.
growling/snarling
dominant/submissive testing
stalking
tent ripping (campers inside tent)
circling (distance)
dominant towards humans
incorporate humans into pack behaviour
humans regarded as competitors for resources
bailing up/ambushing (walking alone or
unsupervised)
hunting tactics (with intent to test a response)
lunging (not attempting to nip or bite)
E) Dangerous.
nipping/mouthing
biting
attacking
causing casualty
hunting tactics (intent to attack)
bailing up/ambushing (intent to attack)
lunging (attempting to nip or bite)

Question 3: Dingo numbers and identification
a. How many dingoes present 2

d. Which ears were tagged click to select
Details:
e. Distinguishing features on dingo(s)
(e.g. white tail tip, socks, scars)
Details:
Question 4: Details of person(s) involved in
dingo Interaction.
Name: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
Address:
Phone #: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
Age:
Name:
Address:
Phone #:
Age:
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Questionnaire:

Specify visitor type Independant

Did they receive an information pack with their permits Yes
Did they read the Dingo BrochureYes
Did the people follow ‘dingo safe’ messaging? (Ranger to assess) No
Comments The group had a bait bag unsecured at their vehicle.

Detailed report of events: Ranger 7027146 recievced a phone call at Dundabara ranger base, from
to
Happy Valley.

3) Prejudice
protection
an individuals
right
to privacy
sch4p3( 3) Prejudice thewho
protection
of an individuals
privacy had
reported
that hisright
sonto sch4p3(
been the
bitten
by aofdingo
on the
beach
adjacent
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Rangers 7028018 & 7028020 were notified of the interaction and met the father and son at Happy Valley
to conduct a formal interview.
sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the
protection
an individuals
right to privacy
and
sevenof (7)
other friends
and family

were collecting worms on the beach adjacent to

Happy Valley at approx. 13:10.

Two dingoes described as a male and female (both tagged) moved towards the group from the south.
The father stated that the two dingoes were wrestling with each other and larger male was nipping and
acting dominant towards the female.

The female dingo approached the group (within a couple of meters) on her own, sniffing at the bait bag.
The male dingo seeing the other dingo ran quickly and directly at the group. The female and the male
dingo starting circling around the group. The group moved into the surf to avoid the two dingoes. The
3)the
Prejudice
the of
protection
of an individuals
right to privac
Prejudice
protection
an individuals
to privacy
male dingo lunged three (3) times and made contact with sch4p3( 3) sch4p3(
year
old
son
who
is right
6 foot
3) Prejudice
the protection
of anskin
individuals
to privacy
11) right leg, biting him sch4p3( was
wearing
jeans. No
was right
broken).
sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy

swung his bait bag at the dingoes to deter them but the two dingoes persisted herding them into
3) Prejudicehis
the protection
an individuals
right totheir
privacy
the ocean. The group managed to exit the ocean with sch4p3(swinging
bait bagofand
they made
way to their vehicle. The two dingoes directed their attention towards another bait bag full of fish frames
near the groups vehicles. The two dingoes proceeded to eat the fish frames in the bag.

sch4p3( threw
3) Prejudice
of an individuals
right to privacy
his the
baitprotection
bag away
in an attempt
to deter

the dingoes away from their vehicle and the two

el

dingoes chased it.

R

The group got in their vehicles and waited for the dingoes to leave so they could retrieve the bait bag.
The female dingo had her teeth stuck in the mesh of the bag, but managed to free it loose. Jami
retrieved the bait bag and the group left the two dingoes and drove up to Happy Valley and reported the
interaction.

Additional comments and notes: GGPi13f and BRG13m were positively identified and photographed
by rangers 7028018 & 7028020 at 12:40 on the beachfront opposite the Oaks. The two dingoes were
being encouraged by a visitor (Code C interaction completed and circulated). GGPi13f and BRG13m
were heading north along the beach towards Happy Valley.
sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy

Prejudice
of anthat
individuals right to
said the larger male dingo (gender confirmed) that bit sch4p3( 3)
had
a tagthe
inprotection
its left ear
looked green. Both GGPi13f and BRG13m have obvious green in their tags.
sch4p3(supplied
3) Prejudice
the protection
of an individuals
right to of
privacy
ranger
7028018
with a photo
the two dingoes (see attached photo 1) play wrestling, just
prior to the interaction. The male dingoes sock marking are similar to BRG13m (see photo 2).

GBW11m was observed at approx. 11:30am just north of Happy Valley. GBW11m tag is delaminated
and does show some green. Colouring and sock markings of the male dingo in the photo taken by sch4p3( 3) Prejudice
are not consistent with GBW11m.
BRG13m was observed by rangers 7028018 and 7028020 near fishermen just north of Happy Valley at
15-166
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approx. 15:00. One of the fishermen approached the rangers and stated that the dingo was acting very
confidently towards them.

Action taken: Interaction reported and a preliminary report circulated. Interview conducted and a
detailed interaction report generated and circulated. RIC NRM notified.
Proposed further action: Continue regular ranger patrols between Poyungan and Eli Creek (3 times
daily). Record all dingo observations. Brief all fishermen and people recreating on the beach on dingo
safe behaviour.

Photos

Reporting Officers details: 7028018 & 7028020
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Faxed/emailed date: 8/08/2014

Photo 1.
Description:

sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the prote

sch4p3( 3) Prejudice
thephoto
protection
took the
on of an individuals

R
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the 8/08/2014. The photo was
taken just prior to being
herded into the ocean
opposite Happy Valley. Male
dingo on the right and female
on the left, Both are tagged.

Photo 2.
Description: Photograph
of BRG13m sock markings
taken from his profile records.
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Dingo Interaction Report Form Insert Code: E
Date (of Interaction): 09/08/2014
Location (of Interaction): Happy Valley
Beachfront near Eli CZ
Question 1: What were the actions of the dingo(s)
during the Interaction? (click on box(s) to

Dingo ID: Unidentified (tagged)

Time (of Interaction 24hrs): Approx. 18:00
Reporting Officer/s details: 7028020, 7028020
Base: Fraser Island
Question 2: How/why did the dingo(s) leave?
voluntarily, for no apparent reason
when yelled at
when chased away
when yelled at and chased away
when person stopped moving/making a noise
other (specify)

check/uncheck)
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B) Habituated.
not wary of humans
moving through common areas to humans
curious
loitering at recognized visitor sites (no humans
present)
C) Nuisance or problem.
loitering at recognized visitor sites (people
nearby)
stealing food or property (specify)
soliciting food
being fed or encouraged
living under or in infrastructure
following closely (distance)
damaging property (specify)
tent ripping (vacant campsite or tent)
entered dingo deterrent fence line
interference with dingoes

b. How many dingoes involved in the Interaction
(use table below)
Male

el

R
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Female Sex Unknown

Adults
Sub adults
Juvenile
Unknown Age

1

c. Were the dingo(s) tagged Yes
Details: No ID obtained

D) Aggressive.
growling/snarling
dominant/submissive testing
stalking
tent ripping (campers inside tent)
circling (distance)
dominant towards humans
incorporate humans into pack behaviour
humans regarded as competitors for resources
bailing up/ambushing (walking alone or
unsupervised)
hunting tactics (with intent to test a response)
lunging (not attempting to nip or bite)
E) Dangerous.
nipping/mouthing
biting
attacking
causing casualty
hunting tactics (intent to attack)
bailing up/ambushing (intent to attack)
lunging (attempting to nip or bite)

Question 3: Dingo numbers and identification
a. How many dingoes present 1

d. Which ears were tagged Unknown
Details:
e. Distinguishing features on dingo(s)
(e.g. white tail tip, socks, scars)
Details:
Question 4: Details of person(s) involved in
dingo Interaction.
Name: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
Address:
Phone #: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
Age:
Name:
Address:
Phone #:
Age:
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Questionnaire:

Specify visitor type Independant

Did they receive an information pack with their permits click to select
Did they read the Dingo Brochureclick to select
Did the people follow ‘dingo safe’ messaging? (Ranger to assess) click to select
Comments 1st time visitor, part of a large group

Detailed report of events: Whilst on patrol on 11/08/2014 rangers 7028018 and 7028020 stopped to
brief a group of fishermen and were advised of an interaction that occurred on Saturday 09 August.
sch4p3( 3) Prejudice
the protection
an individuals
rightin
to front
privacyof
was
standingof on
the beach
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Happy Valley watching some fishermen. He
observed a dingo approach and allowed the dingo to get close. The dingo came around behind him and
3) Prejudice
the protection
of anthere
individuals
right
privacyon his skin.
mouthed him on the back of the left leg. sch4p3( was
wearing
jeans and
was
notomark
sch4p3( 3)
Prejudice the protection
an individuals
right to privacy
commented
that theofdingo
was tagged
but was

unable to say which ear the tag was in and wether
the dingo was male or female, but did state that he thought it "looked male".

The dingo left of his own accord and continued along the beach.

3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
Additional comments and notes: sch4p3( did
not do anything to deter the dingo from approaching.

Action taken: Interview conducted, RIC NRM & RIC SMU notified, fishermen briefed, patrol continued.

R
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Proposed further action: Continue patrols, including extra patrols between Happy valley & Eli Creek.
Continue briefings of campers and fishermen. Continue closure of campground between Poyungan
Rocks and Eli Creek. Continue monitoring of behaviour of known pack.

Faxed/emailed date: 12/08/2014
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Reporting Officers details: 7028020
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Dingo Interaction Report Form Insert Code: E

Dingo ID: BWR13m + Untagged

Female
Date (of Interaction): 26/10/2014
Location (of Interaction): 50m south of the Oaks 1 km South of Yidney Rocks
Question 1: What were the actions of the dingo(s)
during the Interaction? (click on box(s) to
check/uncheck)

voluntarily, for no apparent reason
when yelled at
when chased away
when yelled at and chased away
when person stopped moving/making a noise
other (specify) Vehicle driven towards
dingoes chased them off.
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B) Habituated.
not wary of humans
moving through common areas to humans
curious
loitering at recognized visitor sites (no humans
present)

Time (of Interaction 24hrs): 0645
Reporting Officer/s details: 7026936
Base: Fraser Island
Question 2: How/why did the dingo(s) leave?

Question 3: Dingo numbers and identification
a. How many dingoes present 2

C) Nuisance or problem.
loitering at recognized visitor sites (people
nearby)
stealing food or property (specify)
soliciting food
being fed or encouraged
living under or in infrastructure
following closely (distance)
damaging property (specify)
tent ripping (vacant campsite or tent)
entered dingo deterrent fence line
interference with dingoes

b. How many dingoes involved in the Interaction
(use table below)
Male

Adult
Sub adult
Juvenile
Pup
Unknown Age

R
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D) Threatening.
growling/snarling
dominant/submissive testing
stalking
tent ripping (campers inside tent)
circling (distance) Within 1.5m
dominant towards humans
incorporate humans into pack behaviour
humans regarded as competitors for resources
bailing up/ambushing (walking alone or
unsupervised)
hunting tactics (with intent to test a response)
lunging (not attempting to nip or bite)
E) High risk.
nipping/mouthing
biting
attacking
causing casualty
hunting tactics (intent to attack)
bailing up/ambushing (intent to attack)
15-166

1

Female Sex Unknown
1

c. Were the dingo(s) tagged
No -not all dingo(s) (detail)
Details: Only the male dingo was tagged
d. Which ears were tagged Left
of an individuals right to
Details: Both sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection
(witness)
confirmed that one of the dingoes had a "red" tag
in its left ear.
e. Distinguishing features on dingo(s)
(e.g. white tail tip, socks, scars)
Details:
Question 4: Details of person(s) involved in
dingo Interaction.
Name: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
Address:
Phone #: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
Age: 34

Name: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
Address:
Phone #: sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
Age: 33
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lunging (attempting to nip or bite)
Questionnaire:
Specify visitor type Accommodation guest
Did they receive an information pack with their permits Yes
Did they read the Dingo BrochureYes
Did the people follow ‘dingo safe’ messaging? (Ranger to assess) Yes
Prejudice
the
protection
ofthe
anprotection
individuals
right
to privacy right
sch4p3(
3)
Prejudicedingo
an individuals
privacy
Comments sch4p3( 3)and
followed
safeofmessaging
by tonot
jogging alone and when
approached by the dingoes they stood back to back while attempting to deter the dingoes.

Detailed report of events:
Ranger 7026936 was initially informed of interaction at 0700 by Yidney Rocks apartment managers.
the following is an account of the
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sch4p3(
Prejudiceofthe
ofright
an individuals
privacy
sch4p3( 3)
Prejudice
the3)protection
anprotection
individuals
to
and
were
interviewed
together
atprivacy
0730right
by to
ranger
7026936,

dingo interaction.

the protection of an individuals right to privacy
At 0645 on the 26/10/2014, two ladies sch4p3( 3) Prejudicewere
jogging north along the beach 50m south of
the Oaks. The ladies noticed that two dingoes were running along the beach parallel with them 30m
towards the dunes. They stopped jogging when they saw the dingoes, which then began approaching
sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
As the dingoes approached within 5m, the two ladies stood back to back and tried to
make themselves look tall whilst attempting to keep calm.

The two dingoes began circling the ladies whilst they stood back to back. The dingo with a red tag in its
left ear began to growl whilst circling. The two ladies started to yell for help. This continued for
the protection
of an individuals right t
approximately two minutes until the red tagged dingo began lunging at sch4p3( 3) Prejudice from
behind
whilst they were distracted by the untagged dingo in front of them. The two dingoes continued to circle,
the protection
of an individuals
right
privacy
3) to
Prejudice
the protection
of an individual
while the red tagged dingo lunged at both sch4p3( 3) Prejudice and
eventually
bit sch4p3(
once
on her
left thigh
and twice on her right knee/thigh (see photo's below). The red tagged dingo also bit
on her left calf,
however did not break the skin (see photo's below). Whilst this was occurring the ladies were screaming
sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
out for help.
kicked the red tagged dingo in the head on two occasions which made the dingo
momentarily back away, before continuing to growl, circle and attempt to bite the two ladies.

R
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The interaction occurred for approximately five minutes until a witness staying in accommodation at the
the protection
of an
individuals
right to privacy
Oaks noticed what was occurring. sch4p3( 3) Prejudice
drove
his white
dual
cab straight
towards the dingoes as
sch4p3(
3)
Prejudice
the
protection
of
an
individuals
right
to
privacy
they were circling
Once
was within 20m the two dingoes ran off. sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection
then entered the dual cab and asked
to drive them back to their accommodation at Yidney
Rocks.
sch4p3( 3) Prejudice
thehis
protection
right to privacyhowever
and
wife of an individuals
were interviewed,

could not offer any further information to what
protection of an individuals were
right to able
privacyto confirm that one of the dingoes
was provided by sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the
Both
involved had a red tag in its left ear and that the other dingo was an untagged female.
began receiving medical treatment by local ambulance officer at 0730 who shortly after
transported her to receive further medical treatment at the Hervey Bay hospital.

Additional comments and notes:
Over the last two months there have been three threatening dingo interactions between Poyungan rocks
and Eli creek involving BWR13m and an untagged female together. There are three trail cameras that
are currently in use within the area between Eli Creek and Poyungan Rocks. These cameras have only
recorded two dingoes since September 2014, BWR13m and an untagged female. Both dingoes have
regularly been recorded at each of these sites together.
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sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy

has been shown some photographs of a dingo suspected to be involved in this
interaction (BWR13M) and has confirmed that the dingo that attacked them had an identical tag to the
3) Prejudice
an individuals
right to privacy
dingo in the photos sch4p3(was
unablethetoprotection
confirmof identity
of second
untagged female dingo.
Interrogation of the ear tag register was carried out. Dingoes were eliminated from this search that did
not have:
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- red in their tag,
- a tag with red base colour including button colour
- button location on inside of ear (dingoes tagged south of Indian Head are tagged this way)
This search resulted in three dingoes matching this criteria:
- RYR08m, Tagged at Eurong. Last recorded observation was February 2010 at Eurong
- YRY08m, Tagged at Dundubara. Last recorded observation was Eli Creek July 2011.
- BWR13m, Tagged in One Tree Rocks camp zone. Multiple current observations between Poyungan
Rocks and Eli Creek, between 3 September 2014 and 27 October 2014.
A detailed management history of BWR13m has been compiled and attached to this report.

the protection
of an individuals
right to privacy
Action taken: QPWS management notified. Interview of sch4p3( 3) Prejudice
and witness
conducted.
Additional
dingo safe briefings targeted in area and area's adjacent to interaction. Campground closures
implemented between Poyungan rocks and Eli creek. Happy Valley and Yidney Rocks accommodation
managers notified.

Proposed further action: Continue to educate visitors in area with regard to dingo safety

Faxed/emailed date: 26/10/14

Reporting Officers details: 7026936

sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy
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Photo 1.
Description: Puncture

R

wound on Inside of
left thigh
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Photo 2.
Description (who took

sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy

photo/when): Puncture wound
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on Outside of
left thigh

Photo 3.
Description: Laceration
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sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy

above right knee and puncture
wounds either side of
right knee
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sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy

Photo 4.
Description:
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Close up of laceration above
right knee.

sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the protection of an individuals right to privacy

Photo 5.
Description: Faint bite

sch4p3( 3) Prejudice the pr
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marks on left calf of
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